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About This Content

The war for control continues in Gauntlet! Featuring a new single-player scenario and some new maps for multiplayer, Gauntlet
will have you beating your foes into submission in one exciting battle after the next.

Features:

 Gauntlet Scenario - Two Substrate entities are fighting an ongoing war with tremendous armies you can’t possibly
hope to match. Can you somehow cross the battlefront to capture - and hold - the lone Turinium Generator in the far
north?

 Maps:

 Tanuk - Enjoy this medium sized and symmetrical map, great for free for all, a 3-team split, or 3 player
rumble! This intense map can host up to 6 players.

 Nightshade - Join up with some teammates for a classic compstop on this large 4-player map, or take on 3 foes
by yourself from a strong vantage point.

 Frontier - Challenge yourself against your friends or the AI in this large, 5-player ice map. A single player starts
in the middle on top of a winding plateau and must fend off the surrounding enemies who are mounting up to
strike.
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 Hammer of the Gods - Duke it out for the tempting Turinium Generator in the center of the battlefield or seize
control of all of the resource-rich basins on the edges of your territory in this 4-player map, great for free-for-all
or 2v2 skirmishes.

 Delphi - Set up your defenses on one of the plateaus dotting this small, 4-player map. Great for free-for-all or
team matches, the generators and resources spread around will be sure to draw any turtles out of their shells.
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Title: Ashes of the Singularity: Escalation - Gauntlet DLC
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment, Oxide Games
Publisher:
Stardock Entertainment
Franchise:
Ashes of the Singularity
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: Quad-core Intel / AMD Processor

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: 2 GB GDDR5 NVidia GeForce 660 / AMD R7 360 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 27 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: 1920x1080 Display Resolution or Higher

English,German,French,Italian
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its fun if you like to break 7 keyboards over a video game. Alright. I read a lot of reviews for this game, and the most frequent
comment I've heard is that the game's difficulty curve is all over the place. I'm inclined to agree. Once you get past the tutorial,
the game almost seems to award victory randomly. Idk what the mechanics are, but sometimes a level will be neigh on
impassible and then suddenly it's a walk in the park.

Another criticism I saw was that the game doesn't function the way it's supposed to both in terms of a tower defense and in
terms of a music based game. I would also have to agree on that point as well. In boss battles, the game is pretty much
unwinnable unless you blitz down the boss with your biggest cannons in the first three seconds. Obviously pretty counterintuitive
for a tower defense to force the player to go fully on the offensive. Enraged enemies make your buildings expendable, but their
price doesn't seem to accurately reflect this (even with healing rooms, they tear through everything anyways and then you're just
stuck with one less money producer in addition to being out 50 credits).

In terms of music generation, I wasn't exactly expecting Bastion level sound track, but it is just notes rippling out from your
hotel every second or so. Kinda reminded me of Pikmin or maybe some other Nintendo game I can't remember. While other
people seemed to be more upset about the lack of musicality, I was not so critical; however, I did find the "music" in stage three
very irritating. Fortunately by that time, all my steam cards had dropped so I could stop playing and uninstall.

All in all, I was pretty disapponted with the game and was somewhat surprised to see so much similar disdain in reviews posted
by other Steam members. If the game has any redeeming quality at all, it's the idea that you can make funny shapes like swords
or faces or names and upload some amusing screenshots. Other than that, I regretfully admit that I wouldn't recommend
purchasing this game.. i think this was a great little game. the puzzles were challenging and the art was intriguing. the story was a
bit 1 dimensional but everything was enjoyable nonetheless. if you like puzzles and beautiful scenery along with casual
gameplay, you will most certainly enjoy this little gem.. Played a little on this before work, just to take a look, because I am one
of those folks who enjoys RPG Maker games.

-The 'hand made' soundtrack uses tracks from the MV cover characters bundle but yes, it is all still stock RPG Maker music.

-English is very clearly not the first language of anyone making this game, which is fine, but it was also very clearly not checked
by anyone for spelling, grammar, etc for the translation, which is not fine. Dialogue is very simple but still manages to look
fairly incoherent at times. Mostly this is the bad translation, but the sometimes nonsensical story pitches in as well.

-The UI is pretty terrible. Also, I noticed that when you try to use the keyboard in the in-game menu you can only open the
'missions' tab. You cannot open your items or check your character status; you can only open 'missions'. Mouse or tap is
completely necessary to doing anything. This is far from the only problem with the UI; in battle and out, it is a mess.

-Leveling is in no way satisfying, as the enemies level with you and things seem pretty disproportionate. For example, if you
choose the 'mage' class the hornets in the area will die with one Fire spell at level 2, but require 2 casts and a basic attack at level
5. Weirdly, after the first zone enemies appeared to drop back to level 1-2.

-Related: it is easy to accidentally choose a class. The mage will waylay you during the 'get a weapon' message and if you opt to
learn anything from her, bam, that's it, you're a mage. No confirmation or warning. This is especially unfortunate as you will get
exactly 1 MP recovery item in this early part of the game and as noted, the number of casts required doubles once you level a
little. Though MP and HP are restored on leveling, you will spend a lot of time with an empty MP bar.

-Boss fights are a joke. Killed the first archangel and took 0 damage.

It's a fairly absurd little game that I wanted to enjoy (whee, angels and demons at war) but am finding I really can't. It feels more
like an untested beta or a first project that a new developer is looking for feedback on than an actual finished product, and I
certainly wish I hadn't put money down on it. Going to agree that far better games are available free.. I got this game gifted to
me, but I would definitely pay for it if I could.

Terrorhedron takes the tower defense formula and, figuratively and literally, BUILDS upon it. You can create massive arrays of
platforms to mount turrets, lasers and the like, even placing platforms on each other to enable a turret to reach unimaginable
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areas that a "typical" tower defense game wouldn't allow. The game also has an added bonus of some catchy chiptune music.

I'd highly recommend this to anyone that loves the tower defense genre or even people that just want a game to lay back and
relax.. Simple concept and can be challenging at first, but a lot of fun and very addictive.. Neat puzzlegame for your
puzzlefuzzleness...nutbuzzle. Verry fun sports outfits.
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If you enjoy fast off road driving games, then this may be the one for you. If you know about 1nsane, well this sticks to a
similar format. In this version you start off with one car & two races..You have to finish in the places or win to earn points to
upgrade that car & more races & events. Really enjoyable, but the only snag is NO controller/ wheel support, only XBOX 360
joypad with PC support..SAD!! I've been using keyboard, not my style really, so gonna buy the XBOX pad and see what
happens..I've only done the first 3 races, but the off road tracks are testing (one track you do drive on roads, watch out for the
on coming trucks!!)..enjoy!!. The style of the game is interesting but It is a tad bit boring. this is the worst game ive ever played
10\/10. One of my all time favourites...

...it's also a super small download for spring clean crap ;). Never heard the slightest buzz about this, but it's really a great little
game if you're a first-person fan like me. It's weird and quirky, but lots of depth and the leaderboards with Steam friends make
things very satisfyingly more-ish.. Haven't played much yet but so far I'm loving it!
Interesting characters, good story, retro goodness!

I'll upate this as I play more.. This is a nice and short game. 10/10. Good stuff.
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